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 Dear Change Makers!
 

This is the solution that is already within us! We already know this answer - like all the species on our 
planet, co-existing sustainably! To remember that we have the knowledge within self and dynamics 
within our relationships and environment.

This is the intention of this program: inspire collaborations for optimum outcome within your 
community. Starting with one person after another, achieving our personal well-being and to creatively 
co-creating with the people that surround us. 

If you also have this desire – to be more dynamic, to co-create abundance via connecting to your true 
self… WOW We empowers you to maximize your dynamics via the resources that you have to reach 
your highest potential. To sustain your optimum economic, social and environmental abundance as 
your personal freedom. 

During your 8 weeks of action research, collaborative learning and fusion development in WOW We 
Internship program, we will take you to the most meaningful experience and journey in the tropical 
paradise of Bali and Lombok, designed to aspire you to your highest consciousness of personal well-
being, connect you to your highest creative autonomy that enables positive actions while transforming 
self and others. 

Set yourself free and be that change for the planet! See you in Bali!  
 

 “NOTHING IS MORE POWERFUL THAN IDEA WHOSE TIME HAS COME”

Reni & Monica
Regards,

Victor Hugo      
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As this internship program is focusing on the creative collaboration and being designed to fit the 
brightest potential of the participants to reach the optimum outcome, hence we are maximizing the 
use of all WOW Centers and its creative partners to fit the needs of the interns.

VENUES:
 
WOW MALAKA / WARIGA BELOG CENTER / BALI FLOW TEMPLE / THE MANSION 
BALIWOOD RESORT AND SPA / SEKAR BUMI TROPICAL FARM / WOW BATUR 
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After undergoing the eight weeks of WOW We Internship program, you are guaranteed to return home 
with the abilities to:

 Know your personal well-being to overcome any obstacle 

 Have your personal freedom by successfully achieving all of your responsibility

 Connect your intelligence on the deepest level with all your relations with self, families, friends,  

      and communities in building collaborative network

 Use the mind, body and action to develop the awareness to reach greater business opportunities 

 Develop your new intelligences to connect at the higher consciousness for optimum learning and 

      living; work smart, not hard 

 Learn to be confident by knowing your strength and abilities to achieve your goals and/or project

 Learn how to inspire others and be transformative leaders that could be that change maker

 Learn to create social project that could help change the world and be able to benefit your   

      community, economy and environmental 

 Love everything you do

INSPIRED       EMPOWERED       
ENTHUSIASTIC 

EXCITED       READY TO SHARE
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LESSON PLAN

Week 1 
The deep and full understanding of the WOW Dynamics Framework, where we will help you to 
activate you through your dynamic wellness, which will improve your daily life by having the deepest 
and productive relationship among your colleagues; knowing your partner’s character and how to 
connect with their resources that will cover several practices and exercises such as personal wellness 
discovery, introduction of wariga belog (balinese calendar calculation to help people harmonizing 
with nature’s behaiour) feminine and masculine energy optimization

Week 2
After recognizing your dynamic wellness on week one, you will be moved to the creative autonomy 
week, that will help you move your dynamic wellness as the activation of your personal branding. 
In the creative autonomy week you would also walk on several exercise on how you could discover 
your self-confidence in using your dynamic wellness to start building the connection with WOW 
Collaborative Network Members

Week 3
After you have built your creative autonomy from the recognition of your dynamic wellness and how 
it could be connected with the partners around you, you will walk into the transformative leadership 
week. You will undergo several exercises to use your creative autonomy for optimum transformation 
that will help you to apply it to your personal leadership, and inspire other to lead as your affirmation
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LESSON PLAN

Week 4
You will also be undergoing several exercises to firm your personal transformative leadership by 
applying it directly to work with the leader and priests of Bali and at the same time designing your 
social enterprise project

Week 5
Designing the mechanism of the conduct of the “from youth by youth” program that will include the 
analysis of its wellness that will be connected to your own wellness, so you can apply your personal 
branding, your creative autonomy and your transformative leadership

Week 6
Finalize your dynamic well-being, creative autonomy and transformative leadership in building the 
sustainable regenerative development in your social project

Week 7
Exercising the celebrative program by planning your own festival to launch your personal social 
project by applying all the exercise that have been taught in WOW internship program

Week 8
Launching your social enterprise project as part of your achievement by just being in WOW Dynamics 
rather than doing; Work Smart, not Hard
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Hai Dai Nguyen – Sustainability and Wellness Leader 
(Global Citizen) 
Co-founder of WOW Bali with his transdisciplinary approach in 
sustainable development. Has over than 30 years experience in 
technology, he began his creative endeavour by starting the first new 
media design studio in Silicon Valley which propelled him to be best 
Creative Director for the top New Media Demo Team. He sign on with 
Sun Laboratory Research working with Java Soft Team, developing 
the language of Java as the backbone of internet. Since then he has 
been doing a sustainability research for 15 years integrating new media 
technology and creativity for youth development and has established 
WOW Bali to share human-centered design; action research (active 
learning) and practices on sustainability and regenerative development 
that is easy to do and simple to share. He is committed to a lifetime 
human empowerment through balancing their multiple intelligence and 
learning experience for wellness.

Kim Dyan Calderon – Social and Development Studies; 
Environmental Planning (Philippines)
Kim Dyan Calderon is an International Senior Researcher, with nine-year 
experience as a senior economic development specialist and social 
development practitioner specializing in social policies and programs. 
She is a registered environmental planner and also a project evaluation 
officer for the Philippine Department of Social Welfare and Development. 
Her enduring interest for sustainable human development inspired her 
to embark on a career in the development sector. Her efforts working 
with grassroots communities, government and non-government 
organizations in the has instilled in her the values of independent 
initiatives as well as transdisciplinary creative collaborations.

MEET YOUR FACILITATORS!

Yuri Romero - Marine Archeology; Environmental Education  
founder of Man Forum (Cuba)
Educator, speaker and consultant focusing in the area of maritime 
archeology, environmental education,  natural and cultural heritage 
preservation, and sustainable development. With 21 years experience 
as Maritime Archeologist, his work  with Arqueonautas Worldwide 
(AWW) took him to Indonesia in 2007. His encounter from scientist into 
nature led him to establish MAN Forum; The Humans and Nature Forum 
with sustainable development view as the only development possible to 
survive through Environmental Education as vehicle to reestablish the 
missing dialogue between man and nature, and acknowledgement of 
our ecosystem interdependence.
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Paradox Pollack - Theatre Arts; Cultural Studies (United 
States) 
Paradox Pollack began his work in the arts and wellness from 
his youth. Working as a circus director and ringmaster, he toured 
internationally and began his film career in 1998 in Hollywood 
stars as an actor, director, acting coach and fight choreographer 
for such films as “What Dreams May Come”, “I am Legend”, “Star 
Trek”, “Snow White and the Huntsman”, and “Thor”. He has been 
a teacher of the arts and wellness of youth for 30 years and 
his focus is on empowerment through expression in emotional 
intelligence as well as wellness and leadership modalities which 
come from modern and ancient resources. Enabling youth to 
become powerful artist and transformers of culture to bring 
humanity to a collective wellness and collective empowerment 
through design, expression and communication is the goal and 
practice of his art.  

Retno Tan - Fashion Design; Creativity and Activism 
(Indonesia) 
Indonesian Multi-disciplinary art fashion designer, choreographer 
and performer. With her masterpiece work art called “Pelangi 
Samudera” that inspired by the destruction of coral life in 
Indonesia. With education and experience in the field of fashion 
and performing arts, Retno Tan created the design made from 
recycle, upcycle and reuse garment waste and also plastic waste 
into high fashion works where she has performed in Europe 
and abroad. Retno Tan dedicates this work to Indonesian coral 
recovery program by donating  and selling merchandise PLUS 
auction of its collection for the cultivation of Indonesian Coral.

Kris Maganti – Technology Expert; Mobile Business 
Development
CEO and Co-Founder of Kvana Inc (http://kvana.com). A boutique 
software development company based in San Francisco and Hyderabad, 
India that specialize in Mobile IOS, Android, and Hybrid Apps. He has over 
19 years of experience in IT working in leadership roles for companies 
like Verizon, Bluescape, Sikka Software, and Adobe. His current focus 
in supporting Adobe Experience Manager Mobile. His interest include 
Yoga, Golf, Meditation, and helping everyone lead a Holistic Life focused 
on Sustainable Development and Wellness.
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Putu Ana Anandhi – CEO; Fashion Designer, Business 
Developer (Indonesia)
CEO of Tirta Bulan Garment Factory which is one of the largest 
garment factory in Bali, producing high quality and transparent 
production. Began her business enterprise in 2003 where she 
started from house level manufacture, until now her factory 
produce the premium clothing for famous clothing brand and 
department stores such as Nordstrom, Neiman Marcus, and 
Bloomingdale’s. Her commitment in youth empowerment as 
the world’s next legacy, especially through fashion as an art 
made her so open for young people who has the desire in 
fashion and business to optimizing their creativity looking at 
the opportunities they have now.

Goran Bogdanovski - Movement Arts (Flow) (Slovenia)
As a dancer and performer with 28 years of professional 
experience, he has worked more than 70 choreographers 
and directors in many different fields of performing arts – 
classical ballet, physical theatre, contemporary dance, film 
and video. Awarded by UNESCO Aschberg Award in Montreal 
in 2004 among many other awards, his creations in combining 
music, light, dramaturgy, technology, text and body makes him 
toured internationally, promoting dance as a tool of human 
creativity and wellness. His interest include the synergy in 
group consciousness, group dynamic and community building 
development. His purpose is to help people to expand knowledge 
about their bodies, mind and spirit through Dance and Creation.

Sandra Anais - Movement Arts (Flow) (Slovenia)
Art dancer, focuses on ecological development and holistic 
approach in people’s relations with nature and culture. She 
also highlighting and demystifying spiritual and emotional 
sense to perceive contemporary dance as a more meaningful 
activity by encouraging interdisciplinary intercourse practise in 
bridging culture and nature in dance art. For her, dance is the 
tools of healing process and the creative autonomy of herself. 
Her works now is not only promoting human wellness from the 
soul, but also balancing the body mind and spirit to reach the 
environmental sensitivity.  
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LOCATIONS AND LOGISTIC

Access  
Reaching your highest potentials, finding your connection with nature and people, together, we will 
be in a journey in the island of Gods, Bali. Our portal could be everywhere. If you take Ngurah Rai 
International Airport as your portal you can take uber to reach this place in 1hr and 30mins. Our 
staying here will be in Bali Flow Temple located in Tampak Siring. Once you arrived, be conscious 
of other participants that may be there in the same time, because it is better and easier to come in 
group. 

Venue Address : Jl. Raya Tampaksiring No.751, Sanding, Tampaksiring, Kabupaten Gianyar, 
Bali 80552. This is the place where you can flow and transform yourself, following your 
dynamic with the open space environment closer to nature.

Being here  
This program is designed for a dynamic collaboration among the interns, facilitator, and partners. 
Improving your personal creativity to be the best version of yourself, we want you to be in the place 
where you will find yourself connected to the nature. Being active, eager to learn, curious with questions, 
keep up with your and others dynamic is highly needed. We are working smart and learning fun yet 
keeping our action always dynamic to celebrate our collaboration to change the world. 

What to Bring 
First thing above all, bring the fullest version of yourself that is ready to learn, have no stress, inspired 
to collaborate. You will want to wear any clothing that you feel the most comfortable, including jacket 
to warm you during our journey flow, sport shoes and your other main travel essentials. All meals, stay, 
and in land transportation is including in your tuition. Don’t forget to bring your personal medicine and 
tell us if you have any personal preference for food or anything.
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PROGRAMS FEE AND HOW TO APPLY

Program fee: 2000 USD
 
The mindblowing 8 weeks active learning exchange that will include:

 Deep understanding and the practice of the Dynamic Wellness (connecting with the energy within  
      us to, personal branding, identifying the masculine and feminine energy within us to be able shape 
and shift based on the condition)

 Deep understanding and the practice of creative autonomy (the collaboration with multiple 
      stakeholders in connecting dynamic wellness and convert it into the action)

 Deep understanding and the practice of transformative leadership

 The designing of social projects and action research by applying the WOW Dynamics Framework

 The experience in understanding the balinese culture from the highest expert of Balinese Culture, 
      high priests of Bali (High Priest of Timing, Ratu Ida Pedanda), Mangku Jro Gede Batur, Mangku 
      Jro Gede Alitan

 The experience in staying in Wariga Belog Center in understanding about the segway of enriching 
      our dynamic wellness through the Balinese Time Strategy by the High Priest of Timing in Bali, 
       Ratu Ida Pedanda Nyoman Temuku, that will also help us in making the best strategy and decision 
      everyday in our life

 The Experience in staying in the biggest heliconia farm in Indonesia in Sekar Bumi Tropical Farm 
       and understand the way how cultural fusion happens through arranging the flower for the offering.

 The Experience in staying inside the Batur Mountain, on the side of Batur’s lake in WOW Bali’s
          Center and learning about the purification, meditation, spirituality to set ourselves into nothingness 
       before starting a new journey

 Weekend gateaway to do the voluntourism in Malaka Village in North Lombok that will feature 
      the conduct of community empowerment activities, learning the culture of the local people in 
      North Lombok, and the trekking activities while doing the environmental activities.

 The full accommodation, in land transportation, food and beverages (3 times per day)

 
How to Apply 

 Fulfill the form in https://wowinterns.typeform.com/to/B7hxFl

 Create a 10 min video telling yourself, your desire to join this program, what’s your point of view 
about sustainability and regenerativity, what social project will you apply in this program, why is that 
project important, what modality you expect to learn during the program so you can be able to run 
and regenerate it?

 Send your portfolio and an essay of your social project journey
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Reni Wahyuni Ike Lestari - International Relations; 
Social/Community Development (Indonesia)
Serving myself for the development and empowerment of 
the community has always been exciting! After 6+ years 
experiences in working with the grasroots community and 
the youth empowerement, I decided to co-design a project 
with my partner Monica Ayu, and collaborate with any 
possible partners from the local community,ngo, corporate 
to the academic institutution to foster the development of 
the youth through the WOW WE Internship Program and 
also WOW Dynamics Retreat Program that will directly 
facilitate the youth in being the transformative leaders, the 
transforative leaders of the world that would have the ability 
to promote regenerative and sustainable developments in 
various way! 

Monica Ayu P. - International Relations (Indonesia)
My social project in this solid 8 weeks program is the 
WOW-We International Internship Program with my partner 
Reni Wahyuni. What brought me personally to this project 
is when I know WOW Bali in 2016 when i get involved in  
ASEAN+ Children Festival in Sekarbumi Farm, Gianyar. In 
2017, me and Reni were trying to connect WOW Bali with 
our university (Universitas Sebelas Maret) in term of new 
internship collaboration between NGO and university. As 
an International Relations student, we are most likely 
apply for internship program in government or in a multi-
national company or we can also apply to anywhere who 
has the international interest so that our knowledge will 
fits. Then the name of several NGO arouses, and we think 
‘why don’t we connect UNS with WOW Bali as a non-profit 
NGO to be partnered up. The objectives of this project that 
we called WOW-We Internship Program and is to facilitate 
undergraduate student or whoever from around the world 
that share the same will to change the world and help it 
sustain. On the other way, this internship program allows 
the interns to experience the most cool internship cause 
you all will working on something real that will benefits the 
planet and you.

MEET THE INTERNS
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Pimpassorn Samartlertdee- Biotechnology (Thailand)
My first step of this internship began with the initiation of a 
social project. With the familiarity with hydroponics system, 
I decided to take a step forward toward learning how to 
grow hydroponically-grown lettuce. This project falls into 
the sustainable regenerative development as it touches the 
permaculture aspect of the dynamic wellness framework 
introduced by WOW Bali. Personally, the regenerativity can 
be translated through sharing the knowledge of hydroponics 
farming with youths as well as interest partnership. This 
action research involved designing an adaptive prototype 
of “Drip system” to suit the needs of both home and 
commercial growers. Definitely, the path to growing lettuce 
was not a bed of roses, troubleshooting was necessary 
to achieve the best outcome including keeping track and 
document the growth spurt of these lettuce babies. All in all, 
this project not only gives me the holistic approach towards 
comprehensive understanding of the hydroponics prototype 
and its functions but also an insight to self-discovery to 
continue growing by learning.  

Kasia Salata - Visual Communication Design (Poland)
My passion for the individual social project came 
from urge to use my skills and experience in branding 
for sustainable development, even if those fields are 
not commonly seen alike; I designed a brand that 
complemented WOW Bali’s framework. Collaboration 
with essential oil manufacturer from Denpasar resulted 
in a product being a backbone for WOW Sustainable 
Dynamics. Scent is one of the most effective triggers 
of our Dynamics, therefore the brand is a line of 
essential oils that let us shift between our traits in 
order to achieve the Dynamic Wellness. I conducted 
action and market research, created brand image 
and strategy, found and linked business partners for 
collaborative network. During the process, I learned 
from communication design professionals, action 
researchers, social activists and cultural creatives, 
and succeded in releasing a brand contributing to 
Sustainable and Regenerative Development.

MEET THE INTERNS
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INQUIRY
If you have any inquiry or hesitation
please contact our representative:

Reni Wahyuni Ike Lestari (Ms)
Phone : +6282333645551 
Whatsapp : +6285733061313
Email : reni.wahyuni13@gmail.com
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/reni.wahyuni.9085
website : www.wowweinternship.com


